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Abstract 

In the present work, the flame structure and dynamics of a swirl-stabilized methane/air flame near and at 
blow-out conditions are investigated using large-eddy simulations (LES). To this end, simulations at stable 
conditions and during a transient blow-out sequence are performed employing a flamelet/progress variable 
(FPV) model and a thickened flame (TFLES) approach with finite-rate chemistry. Good agreement is ob- 
tained for velocities, OH mass fraction profiles, and statistics between LES and measurements at conditions 
near blow-out. Lift-off height comparisons reveal that the TFLES model predicts a significantly less sta- 
ble flame compared with the FPV model, which is consistent with the stability limits observed for the two 

models. Subsequently, transient blow-out simulations are performed and examined. This analysis is guided 

by employing early warning indicators from dynamical system analysis to identify critical transition points 
and precursors that trigger the onset of blow-out. It is found that the variance of the integrated heat re- 
lease is a sensible quantity as an early warning signal in detecting blow-out. Detailed comparisons are then 

performed between the two models to examine the difference in terms of the blow-out mechanism. The com- 
parison reveals that the different phases of the transient blow-out sequence are qualitatively similar for the 
two models. However, local extinction phenomena are more significant for the TFLES model, reducing the 
stabilizing feedback by hot combustion products and leading to a total blow-off time, which is three times 
shorter compared to FPV. 
© 2018 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Towards addressing the need for improved
efficiency and reduced emissions, lean combustion
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strategies have been employed for stationary and 

aeronautical gas turbines. To enable the stable op- 
eration over the range of required conditions, com- 
bustion in these systems is commonly stabilized by 
introducing swirl, resulting in the formation of a 
recirculation region of low velocity and elevated 

reactivity due to the entrainment of hot reaction 

products [1–3] . However, during the transient oper- 
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tion, swirl-stabilized combustion is prone to local
xtinction and reignition events, which can lead
o flame blow-out and intermittent combustion.
long with experimental studies for extracting

undamental understanding [4–8] , numerical mod-
ling techniques are required to accurately capture
low-out dynamics and extinction limits in these
ighly turbulent reacting flow environments. To
xamine blow-out dynamics in swirl-stabilized
ames and establish a benchmark configuration

or model evaluation, Cavaliere et al. [7] performed
omprehensive measurements on a canonical
ombustor rig, considering different combustion
odes, fuels, and operating conditions. The present
ork focuses on the non-premixed swirl-stabilized
ame configuration from this experimental cam-
aign [9] to analyze the blow-out dynamics using

arge-eddy simulations (LES). 
Simulations of conditions near and at blow-

ut have been performed by several groups. In
hese simulations, blow-out is commonly examined
hrough impulsively modulating the flow condi-
ions [10–12] . Blow-out simulations on the non-
remixed swirl configuration, of interest to this
ork, were performed using LES-CMC meth-
ds [13,14] . Zhang et al. [15,16] performed multi-
le simulations at different operating conditions to
tudy the global extinction and to evaluate the abil-
ty of LES to reproduce the experimental blow-off 
urve. LES was found to predict blow-out limits in
erms of air mass flow rate to within a 25% accu-
acy and to reproduce the experimental trends in
erms of blow-out duration. The detailed study of 
he flame front behavior during blow-off revealed
hat progressive extinction of the flame front on the
toichiometric iso-surface eventually leads to com-
lete flame extinction. 

The objective of this study is to perform LES-
alculations of a swirl-stabilized non-premixed
ethane/air flame to examine blow-out mecha-

isms and identify precursors that are critical in
ontrolling the combustion dynamics during the
ransient blow-out phase. To this end, two operat-
ng conditions are considered, namely a stable oper-
ting point that serves as a baseline for model eval-
ation, and an operating point at blow-out. Early
arning indicators [17,18] from dynamical system
nalysis are employed to detect critical transition
oints and precursors that trigger blow-out. Re-
ults from this analysis are used to guide the inter-
retation of simulation results in identifying under-

ying blow-out mechanisms. 
The remainder of this paper has the fol-

owing structure. The numerical methods and
ombustion models employed in this study are
iscussed in Section 2 . The experimental config-
ration and computational setup are presented in
ection 3 . Results are discussed in Section 4 , where
onditions near blow-out are examined first in
ection 4.1 to assess the accuracy of the modeling
pproach, before analyzing blow-out results in
Section 4.2 . The paper finishes with conclusions in
Section 5 . 

2. Mathematical formulation 

2.1. Numerical approaches 

Numerical simulations are performed using
the unstructured, finite-volume compressible
LES-solver CharLES 

x [19] , which solves the
Favre-averaged conservation equations for mass,
momentum, total energy, and transported scalars
along with an ideal-gas state equation. The Vreman
model [20] is used to represent the subgrid-scale
stresses. 

The convective fluxes are discretized using a
sensor-based hybrid scheme [19] in which a high-
order, non-dissipative scheme is combined with a
low-order scheme to accurately capture turbulence
and regions of strong density variations. Details on
the discretization of the viscous flux and gradient
calculations can be found in [21] . Due to the large
density gradients, an entropy-stable flux correction
technique [22] is used to ensure the physical real-
izability of the numerical solutions including the
positivity of transported scalars and to dampen
non-linear instabilities in the numerical scheme.
A second-order Strang-splitting scheme [23] is ap-
plied to separate the convection, diffusion, and re-
action operators. A strong stability preserving 3rd-
order Runge–Kutta (SSP-RK3) scheme [24] is used
for the time integration of the non-stiff operators. 

In the present study, a 20-species skeletal mech-
anism for methane–air combustion is derived by
species elimination, starting from the 54-species
detailed GRI 3.0 mechanism [25] . This mechanism
is further reduced by setting fiv e species in quasi-
steady state, resulting in 15 transported species.
The mechanism is validated through auto-ignition,
flame speed, and counterflow diffusion flame
calculations under relevant operating conditions
(see Supplementary material for more details). In
this study, two different combustion models are
considered, which are briefly summarized next. 

2.2. Flamelet/progress variable model 

The first combustion model considered is the
flamelet/progress variable (FPV) model [26,27] in
which the thermochemical properties are param-
eterized in terms of filtered mixture fraction 

˜ Z ,
filtered reaction progress variable ˜ C , and mixture
fraction variance ˜ Z 

′′ 2 . The reaction progress vari-
able is defined as C = Y CO 2 + Y CO 

+ Y H 2 + Y H 2 O 

.
In addition to considering conservation equations
for mass, momentum, and energy, this model
requires the solution of three additional equations
for these scalar quantities [28] . 

To describe turbulence–chemistry interaction,
the FPV model employs a presumed probability
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Fig. 1. Schematic of computational domain and boundary conditions. Instantaneous axial velocity profile at center-plane 
is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

density function (PDF), in which the distri-
bution of mixture fraction is modeled using a
β-distribution and the mixture-fraction condi-
tioned PDF of progress variable is represented
by a Dirac δ-function. The computational cost in
the FPV model is not limited by the size of the
mechanism due to the utilization of the precom-
puted chemistry table, and thus the full GRI 3.0
mechanism is used in this model. The thermo-
chemical flame state is obtained from the solution
of one-dimensional laminar diffusion flames that
are solved in mixture-fraction space with the
unstable branch included. All FPV-simulations
are performed by invoking a unity-Lewis-number
assumption and the turbulent Schmidt-number
is set to a value of 0.9. Further details on the
FPV-combustion model can be found in [26] . 

2.3. Finite-rate chemistry 

The second combustion model employed in this
study is a finite-rate chemistry (TFLES) model,
for which transport equations with chemical
source terms are solved for the species of the
reduced mechanism. The stiff chemical system
is integrated using a semi-implicit Rosenbrock–
Krylov scheme [29] , which is 4th-order accurate
in time and has linear cost with respect to the
number of species. The governing equations for
the transported species take the following form, 

∂ t ( ρ ˜ Y k ) + ∇ · ( ρ˜ u ˜ Y k ) = −∇ · j k − ∇ · j k,t + ˙ ω k , 

(1)

where Y k , j k , and ˙ ω k are the mass fraction, diffusion
flux, and chemical source term for species k , and the
species equations are solved for k = 1 , . . . , N S − 1 ,
where N S is the number of species. The term j k, t
denotes turbulent scalar flux. The subgrid-scale 
turbulence–chemistry interaction is accounted 

for using the thickened-flame model [30] applied 

dynamically [31] . The maximum thickening factor 
is set to a value of 6 in this study. The diffusion 

coefficients for species are modeled by constant 
non-unity Lewis numbers assumptions. 

3. Experimental configuration and computational 
setup 

The configuration considered was studied ex- 
perimentally at the University of Cambridge for 
localized and global extinction of swirl-stabilized 

premixed, non-premixed and spray flames [7] . 
Only the non-premixed flame configuration is 
investigated in this study. The burner consists 
of three main components (see Fig. 1 ), namely 
an air inlet section, a fuel pipe with diameter of 
D f = 4 mm, supplying methane to the burner, 
and a combustion chamber with dimension of 
95 × 95 × 150 mm 

3 . For the air inlet section, an ax- 
ial swirler with six 60 ° guide vanes is placed inside 
a pipe with inner diameter of D p = 37 mm. The 
swirl number is S N = 1 . 23 [16] . A bluff body with 

a diameter of D = 25 mm is placed downstream of 
the swirler with a contraction section near the exit. 
The inlet temperatures of both fuel and air streams 
are 298 K. The mass flow rate of the fuel at the inlet 
is kept constant with a velocity of U f = 29 . 2 m/s. 
The bulk velocity of air is U a = 19 . 1 m/s for the 
stable near-blow-out condition in the experiments. 
The velocity field was measured experimentally 
with one-component Laser-Doppler Anemometry 
in which only the air stream was seeded, reporting 
a statistical uncertainty below 3% [32] . For com- 
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ustion diagnostics, 5 kHz OH PLIF and OH 

∗

hemiluminescence was measured experimentally. 
The computational domain consists of the

ombustion chamber. In addition, an exit hemi-
phere of radius 700 mm (not shown in Fig. 1 ) is
ncluded in the computational domain to model
he outlet, which is open to the atmosphere in the
xperiments. A structured mesh with 5.8 million
exahedral elements is used. The mesh is clus-
ered near the bluff body exit with minimum grid
pacing of 0.1 mm and maximum grid spacing of 
.0 mm inside the chamber. The grid spacing along
he bottom wall is 0.15 mm, which corresponds
o y + ∼ 5 . The current grid resolution is able
o resolve over 80% of the kinetic energy in the
hamber (according to the analysis by Zhang and

astorakos [16] ). A grid convergence study was
erformed for non-reacting conditions, showing
hat the current mesh resolution is satisfactory to
chieve grid independent flow results. 

Turbulent inflow boundary conditions are
pplied for the fuel inlet, with velocity profiles ob-
ained from a separate DNS calculation at the same
eynolds number. For the air inlet, the upstream

wirler section is not included in the LES calcula-
ions. Instead, RANS simulations are conducted
onsidering the full geometry with the upstream
wirler section, and mean velocity profiles are
xtracted at the exit of the annulus. Synthetic
urbulence is generated for the air stream using a
igital filter technique [33] with 20% turbulence

ntensity. See Supplementary material for more
etails. Isothermal wall boundary conditions with
98 K are applied at all chamber walls. Pressure
utlet is applied at the farfield. 

Simulations are performed on the NASA
leiades supercomputer with Haswell processors,
sing up to 3600 cores. Computing one millisecond
f physical time requires approximately 1000 and
000 CPU hours for FPV and TFLES simulations,
espectively. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Stable operating conditions 

Simulations with both FPV and TFLES models
or conditions near-blowout are presented in this
ection. Flame stabilization could not be achieved
or the simulation with TFLES with the experimen-
al bulk velocity of U a = 19 . 1 m/s. Therefore, in
rder to obtain a common baseline for comparison
etween the models at stable conditions, the air
ulk velocity was imposed to U a = 15 . 3 m/s, cor-
esponding to a 20% reduction compared with the
table case reported for the experiments. However,
omparison of FPV results at U a = 15 . 3 m/s and
 a = 19 . 1 m/s suggests that the difference has only
 moderate impact on the flow and global flame
roperties. Figure 2 shows radial profiles of mean
and rms axial and azimuthal velocities from both
models in comparison with measurements [32] .
The statistics are collected over 200 ms, which
corresponds to more than 25 flow-through times
(FTT), defined by the chamber height and air
bulk velocity. It can be seen that the difference in
the velocities between FPV and TFLES models
is minor, showing minimal feedback from the
combustion to the hydrodynamic flow field. The
normalization of the velocity field with the bulk
velocity of the air stream introduces an apparent
difference in the central fuel jet region, which
is visible at the first location for the mean axial
velocity profile. Overall, acceptable agreement is
obtained from both models in comparison with
measurements, demonstrating the capability of the
LES in resolving flow dynamics and the proper
specifications of the boundary conditions. 

Figures 3 (a) and (b) show instantaneous tem-
perature and OH radical fields along the x − y
center-plane, comparing results from FPV and
TFLES calculations. A main difference between
the two combustion models arises from the peak
temperature and OH mass fraction, which tends to
be lower for FPV. This is mainly attributed to filter-
ing effect of the sub-grid mixture fraction variance
in the FPV model, which tends to dampen peak
values of scalar quantities. Also the reaction front
is visually broader for the TFLES case, which is an
expected consequence of the artificial thickening.
Despite these differences, the flame structure is
qualitatively similar for both cases. The peak of 
temperature and OH mass fraction, that is char-
acteristic of the reactive region, mainly follows
the stoichiometric surface, shown by solid white
lines. This surface is highly corrugated due to
large-scale swirl and turbulence–flame interaction.
More isolated pockets also react closer to the
lateral walls for both models. The experimental
comparison provided in Fig. 3 with OH PLIF
indicates similar trends in terms of shape and
location of the reaction zone. 

Regarding flame stabilization, the instanta-
neous and mean OH fields of Fig. 3 (b) and (c),
and comparisons with OH PLIF, show that the
quenching effects at the flame base are captured
with both models, leading to intermittent flame lift-
off, which will be further analyzed quantitatively.
The simulation results for mean OH profiles are
averaged over 20 FTT. Results from the FPV model
show high concentrations of OH closer to the bluff 
body exit, and also exhibiting large lateral spread
at downstream locations compared to TFLES
simulations and experiments. Compared with the
FPV model, the TFLES model shows an improved
prediction of the spreading angle, which remains
slightly smaller compared to measurements. How-
ever, it should be noted that the 20% difference in
bulk velocity can affect this comparison. Overall,
a qualitatively good agreement of the flame shape
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Fig. 2. Comparison of radial profiles of mean (left) and rms (right) axial (top) and swirl (bottom) velocity between LES 
with two different combustion models and measurements [32] for stable conditions with U a = 15 . 3 m/s in the simulations 
and U a = 19 . 1 m/s in the experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and mean OH profiles is obtained between LES
for the two models and measurements. 

Finally, differences of flame stabilization be-
tween the two models is characterized by analyzing
the lift-off heights, which is obtained from in-
stantaneous OH profiles. To be consistent with
experiments and to follow the procedure used in
previous studies [15] , the lift-off height in the LES 

calculations is determined to be the first location 

along the axial direction at the center-plane where 
the OH mass fraction exceeds a threshold value 
of 2 × 10 −4 . More than 200 samples with equal 
time interval over 20 FFT are used to calculate the 
statistics for FPV and TFLES models. The statis- 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of (a) instantaneous temperature, (b) instantaneous OH concentration, and (c) mean OH concentra- 
tion for stable conditions. Comparison between LES with FPV (top), TFLES (middle) and experiments (bottom). Stoi- 
chiometric mixture fraction is shown using solid white lines in (a). Image dimensions are 95 × 50 mm. 
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Fig. 4. Probability density function of the lift-off height 
predicted by LES with FPV (blue) and TFLES (red) mod- 
els in comparison with measurements (black) [32] for 
stable conditions. The numbers show the average lift-off 
height in mm. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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ics are conditioned on the flame being detached
lift-off ≥ 0.2 mm), following the experimental
ost-processing procedures [32] . The results are
hown in Fig. 4 , and reveal that the FPV model
redicts a significantly shorter mean lift-off height
f 4.2 mm compared with the value of 5.4 mm
rom the experiment. Moreover, a more drastic
ifference is that the flame is attached (lift-off <
.2 mm) 10% of the time for TFLES compared to
0% for FPV. Despite both models being capable
f capturing the flow and flame dynamics at near-
lowout conditions, these important differences in
ame stabilization can impact the blow-out behav-
ior. To assess this impact, the blow-out dynamics
is investigated for the two models hereafter. 

4.2. Blow-out characteristics 

To investigate the flame dynamics during blow-
out, the air stream velocity in the simulations is
impulsively increased to a velocity of U a = 30 . 0 m/s
from the stable condition ( U a = 15 . 3 m/s) while
keeping the fuel inlet velocity unchanged. With
this, the global equivalence ratio decreases from
0.39 to 0.2. 

Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of cham-
ber volume-averaged temperature and OH mass
fraction, and integrated heat release rate, with t =
0 ms corresponding to the instance of the change
in air velocity. The resistance of the heat release
after the change in inflow conditions can clearly
be observed, and is in agreement with previous
studies [16] . The blow-off sequence is qualitatively
similar for the two models, and is accompanied
by a gradual decrease in the chamber mean tem-
perature and OH mass fraction. For both models,
we identify three different phases for the blow-off 
sequence. The first phase corresponds to the initial
increase of heat release, which is observed for the
two models for t < 10 ms. This is followed by a sec-
ond phase of large fluctuations where the total heat
release rate remains close to the level of the stable
conditions for FPV, whereas it is significantly lower
for TFLES, indicating significant levels of incom-
plete combustion in this case. In the third phase,
the heat release falls monotonically to zero, which
defines the total blow-off time. The total blow-off 
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time is about 100 ms for FPV compared to 30 ms for
TFLES case. This difference is mainly attributed
to the difference in heat release rates in the second
phase. The higher level of heat release observed for
the FPV simulation leads to stabilization by the hot
gas recirculation over a longer period compared to
TFLES, before complete blow-out occurs due to
the reduction of the overall equivalence ratio. 

The time history of the integrated heat release is
further analyzed for early warning measures of the
blow-out event. Specifically, this metric is employed
to identify specific precursor events that triggers
blow-out. Results of this analysis are presented
in Fig. 5 for the FPV simulation. Early warning
signals [17] have been developed to detect critical
transitions observed in complex systems such as
subcritical Hopf bifurcation, with the signature
of increase in variance, lag-1 autocorrelation and
conditional heteroskedasticity prior to a critical
transition [17,34] . Here, we consider the variance
and lag-1 autocorrelation of the time series for heat
release rate. The increasing and decreasing trends
of the two signals are validated using the Mann- 
Kendall test [35] . From Fig. 5 , a significant increase 
in the value of the variance well before the last 
phase of the blow-off sequence can be observed, 
which clearly serves as an early warning indicator. 
Similarly, the lag-1 autocorrelation decreases at 
early times after the velocity impulse, well before 
the actual flame blow-off occurs, and this is similar 
to the results reported for a thermoacoustic system 

analysis [18] . These results indicate an irregular 
dynamical behavior around t = 5 ms and simula- 
tion results at 8 instances including t = 5 ms will 
be analyzed to uncover the blow-out mechanism. 

To analyze the blow-off sequence for the two 

cases, scatter data of temperature in mixture frac- 
tion space, temperature and OH mass fraction 

along the center-plane are extracted at different in- 
stances, and shown in Fig. 6 . The stoichiometric 
condition is marked by solid line in the contour 
plots. 

At the critical instant t = 5 ms identified by 
early warning measures, it can be seen from the OH 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of time sequences for TFLES and FPV, showing (a) scatter data of temperature in mixture fraction 
space colored by heat release rate, and fields of (b) temperature and (c) OH mass fraction in the center-plane. Stoichio- 
metric mixture fraction is shown using vertical dashed lines in the scatter plots and solid lines in the contour plots. Image 
dimensions are 95 × 50 mm. 
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eld that the flame is strongly lifted-off for both
odels as a consequence of the velocity impulse.
his results in a departure of the flame from the
quilibrium line to lower temperatures, as seen
rom the scatter data at the same instant. In ad-
ition, the aerodynamic modification leads to hot
ombustion products from the recirculation zone
eing pushed further upstream, which leads to a
lobal reduction of the size of the stoichiometric
urface. From the OH fields, it can be inferred
hat this global motion enhances combustion,
ith large reactive regions appearing. This is in
greement with the observation of increased total
eat release rate in the first phase of the sequence. 

At later times ( t = 15–25 ms), higher concen-
rations of OH can be observed at the flame base,
hich is also observed in the experiment [7] . How-

ver, significant local extinction is predicted for
FLES, as seen from the absence of OH in most
arts of the stoichiometric surface. This is also
learly evidenced by the large amounts of scatter
ata at intermediate temperature ( T � 1000 K)

n the corresponding scatter plots. This explains
he reduction of total heat release rate observed
n the second phase of the sequence for TFLES.
For the FPV model, the stoichiometric surface
continues to shrink, and the OH distribution along
this surface indicates only localized extinction. 

At t = 30 ms, the flame predicted by TFLES is
on the brink of complete blow-off ( t = 35 ms), with
very limited burning occurring at the flame base,
low temperature levels in the whole chamber as evi-
denced from the temperature field and scatter plots.
At the same instance, the FPV model predicts a
much higher level of burning along the flame sur-
face. 

Significant occurrence of extinction with the
FPV model only appear at later times, as shown
by the last two time instances ( t = 50 , 80 ms). At
 = 50 ms the extinction level starts to be significant

and at t = 80 ms a large part of the flame is extin-
guished, explaining the continuous decrease of heat
release in the third phase of the blow-off sequence.

At the bulk air velocity of 25 m/s, a stable flame
was obtained by the FPV model, corresponding to
a difference of 25% with the experimental blow-
out limit [7] . For the TFLES case, the blow-off 
limit is underpredicted by 20%. Similar levels of 
discrepancy have been reported in previous stud-
ies [16] . The comparison of the two models sug-
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1225–1234 . 
gests that certain mechanisms of flame extinction
are not contained in the FPV model and may re-
quire consideration in improving the representation
of the blow-out process. Similarly, for the TFLES
model, the artificial thickening can promote extinc-
tion by damping chemical source terms, leading to
lower flame stability, thus the sensitivity to flame
thickening requires further investigation. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, large-eddy simulations of a swirl-
stabilized non-premixed methane/air flame are per-
formed to assess the capability of two different
combustion models in describing flame dynamics
near and at transient blow-out and to examine
blow-out mechanisms. 

By considering a stable operating point near-
blowout conditions, a good agreement is obtained
for statistics of velocity, OH profile, and lift-off 
height for both combustion models (FPV and
TFLES). In particular, flame base lift-off is cap-
tured by both models and was found to be higher
for TFLES, indicating lower flame stability in this
case. 

Subsequently, blow-out simulations are con-
ducted to examine the transient blow-out dynamics
predicted from both models. A first finding is that
the variance of the integrated heat release can be
employed as an early warning signal for detecting
precursor events in the burner. The key features of 
the blow-out dynamics are the reduction of the vol-
ume of the fuel-rich region and encompassing sto-
ichiometric iso-surface, and local flame extinction.
The latter is significantly more pronounced with the
TFLES model, leading to an overall blow-off se-
quence, which is significantly faster compared with
the FPV model. 
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